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Abstract
Background
Although SARS-CoV-2 infection in Healthcare Workers (HCWs) is a public health concern, there is little
description of their longitudinal antibody response in the presence or absence of SARS-CoV-2 and
symptoms. We followed HCWs in an acute London hospital to measure seroconversion and RNA
detection at the peak of the pandemic.
Methods
We enrolled 200 patient-facing HCWs between 26 March and 8 April 2020 and collected twice-weekly
self-administered nose and throat swabs, symptom data and monthly blood samples. Swabs were tested
for SARS-CoV-2 by PCR, and serum for antibodies to spike protein by ELISA and flow cytometry.
Findings
During the first month, 42/200 (21%) HCWs were PCR positive in at least one nose and throat swab.
Only 8/42 HCW (19%) who were PCR positive during the study period had symptoms that met current
case definition. Of 181 HCWs who provided enrollment and follow-up blood samples, 82/181 (45.3%)
were seropositive. In 33 HCWs who had positive serology at baseline but were PCR negative, 32
remained PCR negative. One HCW had a PCR positive swab six days after enrollment, likely representing
waning infection.
Conclusion
The high seropositivity and RNA detection in these front-line HCWs brings policies to protect staff and
patients into acute focus. Our findings have implications for planning for the ‘second wave’ and for
vaccination campaigns in similar settings. The evidence of asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection indicates
that asymptomatic HCW surveillance is essential, while our study sets the foundations to answer
pertinent questions around the duration of protective immune response and the risk of re-infection.
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Introduction
Health Care Workers (HCWs) were shown to be at risk of infection during the 2003 outbreak of Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV); 21% of worldwide cases were thought to have
occurred in HCWs, and infection acquisition in hospitals was clearly demonstrated (1,2). In Wuhan,
where SARS-CoV-2 emerged the incidence of SARS-CoV-2 was higher in HCWs than the general public
(3). While some studies have suggested a higher seroprevalence in HCWs, there remains a critical lack of
data on how SARS-CoV-2 serology changes over time, or on the protective effect of seropositivity against
reinfection in high exposure settings (4)
Occurrence of asymptomatic infection in HCWs(5–7) and onward transmission of SARS-CoV-2 has been
demonstrated (8,9). However, whether asymptomatic infection leads to detectable, and longitudinally
stable antibody titres and function is unknown.
To curb the spread of the pandemic, several countries including the UK have introduced restrictions in
social mixing. Despite these measures, health care facilities have been implicated as areas of ongoing
virus transmission and UK

recommendations were thus altered to mandate personal protective

equipment (PPE) for all patient contact (10). After the lockdown, a reduction in new COVID-19 cases was
seen. However the possible effect of alterations in PPE recommendations on the incidence of infection
in HCWs has only been reported in one small study (7).
Despite the clear risk to HCWs and potential risk to patients, there has been a lack of longitudinal data
on seroconversion and evidence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in seropositive and seronegative individuals. To
address this, we carried out “SARS-CoV-2 Acquisition in Frontline Healthcare Workers - Evaluation to
inform Response (SAFER)”, a prospective cohort study in high risk front line HCWs with regular serology
and self-administered swabs, in acute NHS hospital trusts in London and Liverpool. We aim to generate
essential data on risk of infection in front-line HCWs, the potential for asymptomatic transmission and
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the possibility of re-infection. Here we present data from the first complete month of the study in
London.

Methods
Enrolment and follow-up

We enrolled HCWs at University College London Hospitals between 26th March and 8th April 2020.
Eligibility criteria were being asymptomatic at time of enrolment and working in one of five clinical
areas: Accident and Emergency (A&E), acute medical admissions (AMU), COVID-19 cohort wards,
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) and haematology wards. We invited HCWs to discuss the study with a research
team member before or after hand-over meetings, or in the wards or rest areas without interruption to
patient care. No incentives were offered for enrollment. With consent, we conducted baseline
interviews including demographic data, self-reported comorbidities, and information on patient contact
and aerosol generating procedures (AGPs). Participants then performed a single observed selfadministered nylon flocked combined nose and throat swab with instructions. The research team
collected 10mls of blood in serum separating tubes (SST), transported daily to the laboratory for
processing and storage at -80oC.
Participants submitted follow-up self-collected swabs and symptom questionnaires including patient
contact and AGPs twice per week for 3 months. Participants also collected samples at home when not
on shift, stored in a refrigerator and submitted on return in <7 days... Text messages and face to face
reminders were used. HCWs were informed that results would be provided after one month due to PCR
testing capacity limitations.
The study protocol was approved by the NHS Health Research Authority (ref 20/SC/0147) on 26 March
2020. ethical oversight was provided by the South Central Berkshire Research Ethics Committee
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Laboratory testing

As part of the pandemic response, UCLH formed a partnership with the Francis Crick Institute (the CrickCOVID-Consortium) to increase diagnostic capacity and swabs were tested for SARS-CoV-2 RNA by PCR
(11). Briefly, 100uL of thawed viral transport medium was inactivated by mixing with 1ml of 5M
guanidine thiocyanate L6 virus inactivation buffer. 150uL of this inactivated lysate was used for RNA
extraction using a binding buffer and silica-coated magnetic beads (GBiosciences) and

guanidine

hydrochloride solution. 10μL of extracted RNA underwent real-time reverse transcriptase PCR on the
ABI QuantStudio 3 using primers and probes from the commercial BGI kit which detects the ORF1ab
region of SARS-CoV-2. The kit contains a human beta-actin internal control that confirms swab adequacy
.All samples were tested in duplicate on separate 96 well plates, with each run containing a blank
negative control and positive external control, results reported based on the detection of the internal
control and SARS-CoV-2 for each sample, as per the manufacturer’s instructions.
If two results on the duplicate runs were discordant, i.e. the first test result was negative (Cycle
threshold - CT 0 or CT >37) and repeat result was weakly positive (CT >35.0, <37.0) then it was reported
as negative. If two samples gave discordant results where one was strongly positive (CT<35) and the
other negative (CT=0 or CT>37.0), the sample was repeated a third time using a different assay . The
second assay was an in-house rt-PCR which detects the nucleocapsid (N) gene of SARS-CoV-2 on the
Hologic Panther Fusion that includes Hologic internal control primers and probes (12).
Serum was tested using in-house flow cytometry and ELISA assays developed as part of the Crick-COVIDConsortium (13). Briefly, flow cytometry used HEK293T cells which expressed wild-type SARS-CoV-2
Spike protein bound to a 96-well plate. Cells were incubated with participant serum diluted 1:50 with
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and washed with FACS buffer before being stained with anti-IgG, M and
A. Plates were read on a Ze5 (Bio-Rad) running Bio-Rad Everest software v2.4. Analysis was carried out
using FlowJo v10 (Tree Star Inc.). A flow assay result was considered positive if the number of
IgM+IgA+IgG+ cells was greater than or equal to 28%.
8
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For the ELISAs, 96-well plates were coated with recombinant S1 protein (UniProt ID P59594, residues 1530) and blocked using a blocking buffer. Participant serum was diluted 1:50 with blocking buffer and 50
μL added to the plate. Plates were incubated for 2 hours, washed 4 times with PBS-0.01% Tween and
incubated with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-human IgG for 1 hour before a further 6
washes with PBS-0.01% Tween. Plates were read after the addition of alkaline phosphatase substrate for
30 min. Optical densities (OD) were read at 405 nm on a microplate reader (Tecan). Each plate included
a positive and negative control. Plate quality control required the average positive control OD exceeded
2 and no individual negative control OD to exceed 0.25. The lower cut-off was set at 0.4 as this was >4fold above the average of wells containing secondary antibody only across all plates. The upper cut-off
was established by prior evaluation with serum from SARS-CoV-2 PCR positive patients and prepandemic negative controls. Results were then read as follows; <0.4 was negative, 0.4 to <0.9 was
indeterminate and greater than or equal to 0.9 was positive.
The composite serology results were classified as positive if the flow assay was positive irrespective of
ELISA, indeterminate if the flow assay was negative but ELISA strongly positive (>0.9) and negative if the
flow assay was negative and ELISA <0.4 or between 0.4 and 0.9 OD.

Data management and analysis

Data from the questionnaires were double-entered onto a REDCap database(14) and analysed using R
v3.5.1 and STATA V15. We described the baseline demographics and the cumulative outcome of ever
having had a positive swab with SARS-CoV-2 or having a composite positive serology result. Positive
results were described within the demographic and exposure variables using fisher's exact tests.
Sample size calculations were based on the precision around the cumulative proportion of staff
expected to acquire SARS-CoV-2 over the study period. The study was designed to enrol 100 HCWs
which would allow a precision of +/- 10% to detect a prevalence of 50% with 95% confidence. The
increase to 200 was due to a recognition of enrollment demand and the award of funding.
9
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The data for this interim analysis were extracted on 10th May 2020. Symptom data reported at the time
of the swabs was summarised. Symptoms recorded, which were compatible with a diagnosis of SARSCoV-2 according to Public Health England were reported fever, new continuous cough or a new
alteration in sense of taste or smell (15). In order to construct an epidemiological curve, we included
data on the number of new diagnoses seen per day in London (https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk) and
individuals were plotted at their first SARS-CoV-2 PCR-positive date.

Results
We enrolled 200 HCWs between 26th March and 8th April 2020. The median age was 34 years (inter
quartile range (IQR) 29-44) (Table 1). We enrolled 82 nurses, 72 doctors, 12 physiotherapists, 11
healthcare assistants, 10 staff working in catering (delivering food) or administration (ward clerks), 3
porters, and 3 staff working in sanitation or housekeeping. Participants were equally distributed across
selected areas. The mean number of swabs submitted was 8.5 of 10.3 expected, per participant; 146
participants (73%) submitted at least 1 swab per week.
During the first month of the study, 42 of the 200 HCWs (21.0%, 95% confidence interval (CI) 15.9-27.3)
provided at least 1 self-administered swab which was PCR positive for SARS-CoV-2. A greater proportion
of men tested positive 22/76 (29.0%, 95% CI 19.7-40.4) than women 20/122 (16%, 95% CI 10.8-24.2)
p=0.0498. There was no strong evidence of a difference by area of work in the proportion who returned
a positive swab.
Using the composite serological results described, 82/181 (45.3%) HCWs who provided two blood
samples were seropositive after one month. This comprised 36 (19.9%) who seroconverted during the
study and 46 (25.4%) who were seropositive at both time points.
87 of 200 HCW (43.5%) had evidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection; either positive serology, or RNA detection
at any time-point. Evidence of infection was associated with being under 30 years old (31/57 positive,
54.4%) compared to being over 50 years (10/30 positive; 33.3%).
10
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The median duration of detection of SARS-CoV-2 by PCR during follow up was 8 days, IQR 5-12. The
longest observed duration of SARS-CoV-2 detection was 22 days. Participants' time in the study is
illustrated in Figure 1.
To assess the potential protective effect of antibodies to spike-protein on subsequent development of
PCR confirmed infection we compared the risk of PCR positive disease in the one month of follow up in
those who were serology negative and PCR negative at baseline, with those who were serology positive
and PCR negative at baseline. We excluded 12 of the 120 HCWs who were serology negative and PCR
negative at baseline who seroconverted without having had a positive swab during follow (these may
represent seroconversions from infections acquired before the baseline sample). Of the remaining 108,
99 remained PCR negative, 9 became PCR positive and seroconverted and 1 became PCR positive but
had not seroconverted to date (in a blood sample taken 17 days later). This represents a 9.3% (10/108)
infection rate over the one month of follow up in those with no evidence of antibodies or viral shedding
at baseline.

In 13 of the 46 HCWs with positive serology at enrollment, SARS-CoV-2 RNA was also

detected by PCR around the same time. Of 33 staff who had positive serology but were PCR negative at
enrolment, 32 remained PCR negative through follow up. One HCW had a PCR positive swab six days
later, despite a negative PCR test at enrollment, which likely represented a waning infection.
26/200 HCW were PCR positive at baseline (13%). Of these, 13 (50%) were already antibody positive at
baseline and the remaining 13 (50%) had seroconverted by the 1 month follow up sample.
All of the 46 HCW with positive antibodies at baseline had positive antibodies in their follow up samples
approximately one month later.
Of the 36 who seroconverted during the study, 19 had SARS-CoV-2 RNA detected either at the time of
enrolment (when seronegative) or in the 7 days following enrolment. Of the 36 seroconversions during
the study, 12 were in staff in whom no SARS-CoV-2 was detected by PCR during follow-up. Of the 99/200
who were seronegative at both time points, only one tested PCR positive (on a single swab taken 17
days

before

their

second

serology

test).
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Only 8/42 HCW (19%) who were PCR positive during the study period had symptoms that met the
current case definition of cough or fever or altered sense of taste or smell (table 2). This represents 8/13
symptomatic cases (61%). Expanding this to those who reported symptoms in the 2 weeks around the
time of a PCR positive sample during follow up, only 2/16 (13%) had symptoms compatible with current
case definition. No participants had an illness severe enough to require hospital admission. Over time,
SARS-CoV-2 PCR Ct values increased, in keeping with reducing RNA detection, although PCR was still
positive in 17/42 after day 8 (supplementary figure 1).
In this cohort of HCWs, the week in which most cases occurred was 30th March-5th April which
coincided with the highest number of new cases in London (Figure 2).

Discussion
We present results for the first month of a cohort study involving 200 front line HCW who were
intensively followed with serology and nose and throat swabs during the peak of the COVID-19
pandemic in central London, and report a high proportion with evidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection.
Almost half (45%) of front line HCWs who worked in areas with the highest burden of COVID-19 patients
(ICU, AMU, A&E, COVID cohort wards) had acquired SARS-CoV-2 by early May 2020. We also show that
all but one HCW with PCR evidence of infection developed antibodies; the single HCW who was
seronegative had antibodies checked 17 days after their positive swab so may not have had sufficient
time to seroconvert. Antibodies to the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 remained detectable over the one
month of follow up. There was no evidence of reinfection in those with antibodies at baseline over one
month follow up. However, the number was small and longer follow-up is essential. We emphasised the
important message that those with evidence of seropositivity should not alter protective behaviours.
Other studies have also found a high level of infection in HCWs. A cross sectional study combining SARSCoV-2 seroprevalence with nose and throat swab PCR in 578 randomly selected HCWs in a large
12
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teaching hospital in Barcelona found a combined point prevalence of infection of 11% (16). Our study
shows a cumulative prevalence of 43.5%. In the UK, a study in Birmingham, conducted at a similar time
to ours, found 24% of 516 HCWs had serological evidence of SARS-CoV-2 at the end of April 2020 (4);
although the study showed a higher proportion of seropositive HCWs in acute and general medicine
(33%), this was still lower than the 45% seen in our cohort. HCWs in both cities were following similar
personal protective equipment guidance. At the time of writing, London has had the highest numbers of
COVID-19 hospitalisations and deaths in the country, which may account for the higher infection levels
seen in London HCWs. Seroprevalence studies conducted by Public Health England show that around
15% of the general public in London were seropositive in week 18, which coincides with the second
serology testing in our cohort, by which time 45% of the HCWs were seropositive (17). This suggests that
the majority of the infection in HCWs is due to occupational exposure, however it should also be noted
that a high proportion of the general London population were locked down during this period so it is
possible some of the excess risk in health care workers may be due to non-work exposures, for example
during travel to work which often includes use of the underground with crowding and heavy contact
with potentially contaminated surfaces. The high levels of infection seen in London HCWs highlights the
risk to this group of acquiring COVID-19 in their workplace and supports a recent government move to
recommend asymptomatic screening for all HCWs, as we previously advocated (18).
In our cohort, a higher proportion of men were PCR positive than women while serological evidence of
infection was similar in both groups. A general population survey of SARS CoV-2 in nose and throat
swabs in the general UK population (the ONS study) shows similar prevalence in men and women (19).
Men however, are known to have a much higher mortality rate; the mechanisms underlying this require
further investigation (17). Although being male is associated with a poor outcome from COVID-19 (18),
no health care workers in our cohort were admitted to hospital with severe illness. A higher proportion
of those under 30 years old had evidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection than in those over 50. This work is
descriptive and we do not include multivariate or adjusted analysis since the numbers were too small to
develop robust multivariate models. However, this difference may reflect a difference in behaviour
13
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relating to PPE, time-spent in direct patient contact, or performing high risk procedures and further
investigation with a behavioural study is being undertaken.
In our study, there was one individual who had not seroconverted by 17 days after a single positive
SARS-CoV-2 PCR on a nose and throat swab. This is inconsistent with the documented sensitivity of the
serology assays used for this study (flow cytometry detects anti-S IgG IgA and IgM with a sensitivity of
98.8% and ELISA anti-S1 IgG has a sensitivity of 92.1% after day 17) (13). It is possible that the swab was
a false positive although negative controls were included in the pipeline and all samples run in duplicate
(11). The participant is under follow up. HCWs who were seropositive at enrolment often had detectable
SARS-CoV-2 in their swabs indicating possible primary infection around the time of enrolment. There
was no evidence that HCWs seropositive at enrolment had a second infection after multiple negative
samples. The single seropositive participant with a positive swab 6 days after their enrolment was
probably at the end of an infection just prior to enrolment. Our planned longitudinal follow up of
seropositive HCWs for at least a year is essential to answer questions about reinfection.
As expected, those with positive tests were more likely to have reported symptoms. Because most of
the PCR positive cases in our study were positive at baseline it is possible that participants had
symptoms prior to enrolment. Since HCWs were also recruited on the basis of being asymptomatic at
baseline this will also bias the estimates of the proportion of cases who are asymptomatic. Our data
further support and highlight the known challenge of asymptomatic infection in HCWs(5,7) although the
extent of this is difficult to quantify without longer follow up to ensure incident cases are captured.
Overall, a small proportion of those who seroconverted or who had a positive PCR reported any
symptoms, and in particular symptoms meeting the case definition. Although the numbers are small, of
nine participants who reported an alteration to taste and/or smell, eight had a positive serology test.
Anosmia and dysgeusia have been associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection in large studies (20) and have
been recently added to the case definition in the UK (15). At the time of this study, however, the
symptom was not included in the case definition and HCWs were not advised to self-isolate. Such
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restrictive symptom criteria may have contributed to inadequate isolation and subsequent hospital
transmission and highlight the need for strategies employing routine asymptomatic surveillance.
The duration of infection seen in our cohort was a median of 8 days which is shorter than reported(21).
Since most HCWs in our cohort were already PCR positive at baseline, viral shedding might be
underestimated in our study. As expected, Cycle threshold values in RT-PCR increased over time, in
keeping with reducing detection of viral RNA quantity. Although Ct values are not absolutely
quantitative and there are no standardised accepted cut-offs in relation to infectivity, strong inverse
correlation with the ability to recover infectious virus has been reported(22). In our cohort, the Ct values
observed after day 8 were in the range 30-36 with detection up to day 28 with a CT of 35. Further
investigation of infectivity of isolated virus is warranted.
HCW infections in our cohort occurred in tandem with the peak seen in London and reduction following
the restriction of movement. A further significant change seen in healthcare facilities was the use of
enhanced PPE by HCWs in all clinical areas (10). Although our data cannot provide direct evidence of the
effectiveness of this intervention, the incidence of new infections following this change in policy was
lower than prior to the change. The high levels of infection seen in HCWs is likely to be indicative of
transmission from patients to HCWs (which is likely to be minimised by appropriate use of PPE) and
transmission from HCW to HCW when PPE is not being worn. The limitations of this study lie in the
challenge of following a cohort of individuals who work irregular shifts, in stressful environments, at the
peak of the pandemic and often travel to work from long distances. The study aim was to capture
infections with twice weekly swabs and avoid missing short lived or transient infections. In order to do
this, we sampled HCWs whether they were working a shift or not, providing significant strength to our
study. However, gaps in follow-up where participants have not submitted twice-weekly swabs can be
seen and there are some who have seroconverted between time points without SARS-CoV-2 RNA being
detected. Samples were occasionally held in participants' home fridges for up to 1 week before they
were submitted to the laboratory with potential RNA degradation during these times. This is a
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preliminary report of the first month of follow up of the London cohort. Future analysis including all
study data across study sites will examine the risk by HCW occupation and other demographic variables.
We report early results from a closely observed cohort of front line HCWs who worked throughout the
peak of COVID-19 in central London and have the highest seroprevalence in HCWs published to date.
This has implications for the expected ‘second wave’ during which hospital admissions are likely to
increase again and is applicable to similar large inner-city hospital settings. In light of the rapid launch of
vaccine trials, our data can provide useful insights for strategic planning of potential vaccination roll out.
Our cohort provides limited early evidence of a lack of re-infection in the first month of follow up in
those seropositive, with further data to follow. Finally, the high rate of infection combined with further
evidence of asymptomatic carriage of virus highlights the importance of appropriate PPE use and
strengthens

calls

for

regular

surveillance

with

swabs

in

HCWs.
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At least 1
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sample PCR

value

Serology
negative at
both time

Serology

Sero-

Only one

Positive

P-

positive at

converted

serology

serology or

value

negative

positive for

throughout

SARS-CoV-
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2 during

negative to

2 PCR

period

study

serology

during

period

positive

points

both time

from

sample

positive

points

serology

submitted

SARS-CoV-

study
period

N=200
Age in years (Inter Quartile Range )1
Age group
<30
30-39
40-49
50+
Sex
Male
Female
Ethnicity
Asian or Asian British
Black or Black British
Mixed
White
Other
Role
Doctor
Nurse or other front-line clinical
staff

34 (29-44)

N=158
(79.0%)
34 (29-44)

N=42
(21.0%)
34 (29-43)

57 (100%)
70 (100%)
40 (100%)
30 (100%)

44 (77%)
53 (76%)
35 (88%)
23 (77%)

13 (23%)
17 (24%)
5 (13%)
7 (23%)

0.89
0.49

N=99
(49.5%)
36 (31-46)

N=46 (23%)

N=36 (18%)
33 (29-42)

N=19
(9.5%)
31 (28-40)

N=87
(43.5%)
32 (28-40)

33 (27-38)

21 (37%)
33 (47%)
25 (63%)
19 (63%)

18 (32%)
17 (24%)
6 (15%)
5 (17%)

11 (19%)
15 (21%)
6 (15%)
4 (13%)

7 (12%)
5 (7%)
3 (8%)
2 (7%)

31 (54%)
34 (49%)
12 (30%)
10 (33%)

0.038
0.055

0.049
76 (100%)
122 (100%)

54 (71%)
102 (84%)

22 (29%)
20 (16%)

0.19
37 (49%)
62 (51%)

20 (26%)
26 (21%)

16 (21%)
20 (16%)

3 (4%)
14 (11%)

38 (50%)
49 (40%)

0.13
40 (100%)
18 (100%)
9 (100%)
119 (100%)
10 (100%)

31 (78%)
10 (56%)
7 (78%)
98 (82%)
9 (90%)

9 (23%)
8 (44%)
2 (22%)
21 (18%)
1 (10%)

0.92
21 (53%)
5 (28%)
5 (56%)
62 (52%)
6 (60%)

8 (20%)
3 (17%)
2 (22%)
32 (27%)
1 (10%)

8 (20%)
5 (28%)
2 (22%)
17 (14%)
2 (20%)

3 (8%)
5 (28%)
0 (0%)
8 (7%)
1 (10%)

19 (48%)
8 (44%)
4 (44%)
51 (43%)
3 (30%)

0.61
72 (100%)
106 (100%)

56 (78%)
86 (81%)

16 (22%)
20 (19%)

0.98
36 (50%)
53 (50%)

16 (22%)
25 (24%)

13 (18%)
19 (18%)

7 (10%)
9 (8%)

32 (44%)
46 (43%)
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Table 1. SARS-CoV-2 detection by PCR and by serology in front line health care workers

22 (100%)

16 (73%)

10 (45%)

6 (27%)

5 (23%)

4 (18%)

3 (14%)

9 (41%)

0.19
34 (100%)
37 (100%)
43 (100%)
40 (100%)
43 (100%)

24 (71%)
30 (81%)
39 (91%)
32 (80%)
32 (74%)

10 (29%)
7 (19%)
4 (9%)
8 (20%)
11 (26%)

0.69
18 (53%)
15 (41%)
22 (51%)
21 (53%)
22 (51%)

6 (18%)
10 (27%)
11 (26%)
9 (23%)
9 (21%)

6 (18%)
7 (19%)
4 (9%)
9 (23%)
9 (21%)

4 (12%)
5 (14%)
6 (14%)
1 (3%)
3 (7%)

13 (38%)
19 (51%)
16 (37%)
19 (48%)
18 (42%)

1.00
22 (100%)
33 (100%)
133 (100%)

18 (82%)
26 (79%)
106 (80%)

4 (18%)
7 (21%)
27 (20%)

0.12
14 (64%)
14 (42%)
69 (52%)

3 (14%)
10 (30%)
30 (23%)

4 (18%)
7 (21%)
21 (16%)

1 (5%)
2 (6%)
13 (10%)

7 (32%)
19 (58%)
54 (41%)

0.58
196 (100%)
4 (100%)

154 (79%)
4 (100%)

42 (21%)
0 (0%)

0.32
98 (50%)
1 (25%)

44 (22%)
2 (50%)

35 (18%)
1 (25%)

19 (10%)
0 (0%)

84 (43%)
3 (75%)
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Other
Main ward
A&E
Acute Medical Admissions
ITU
Haematology
Ward other
Smoking
Current smoker
Ex-smoker
Never smoked
Immunosuppressed or receiving
steroids
No
Yes
1 Median age.

PCR

All participants
Asymptomatic
Any symptoms
Cough or fever or anosmia
Runny nose
Sore throat
Headache
Cough
Fatigue
Change in sense of taste or smell
Muscle aches
Difficulty in breathing
Other symptoms
Fever
Joint pain
Chest pain

All
participants
200
155 (78%)
45 (23%)
21 (11%)
22
16
14
10
9
9
8
6
5
4
4
1

All tests
1
negative
158
128 (81%)
30 (19%)
13 (8%)
14
11
9
6
5
4
4
5
2
2
4
1

1+ test
2
positive
42
27 (64%)
15 (36%)
8 (19%)
8
5
5
4
4
5
4
1
3
2
0
0

Serology
New positives,
with 2-week
3
window
16
6 (38%)
10 (63%)
2 (13%)
4
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
3
1
0
0

Negative /
4
Negative
99
80 (81%)
19 (19%)
7 (7%)
10
5
4
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
1
0

Positive /
5
Positive
46
37 (80%)
9 (20%)
9 (20%)
2
5
3
5
2
4
2
2
0
1
1
1

Sero6
converted
36
21 (58%)
15 (42%)
4 (11%)
9
4
6
2
4
4
5
0
3
2
1
0

Other
19
17 (89%)
2 (11%)
1 (5%)
1
2
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

1. HCWs were negative for SARS-CoV-2 by PCR in all nose and throat swab samples submitted. 2. HCWs who had at least 1 samples positive for SARS-CoV-2 by PCR. 3. HCWs
who were positive by PCR for SARS-CoV-2 excluding those PCR positive at baseline AND who reported symptoms in the two weeks before their first, after their last or during their
positive swabs. 4. HCWs in whom serology tests for SARS-CoV-2 were negative at enrolment and follow up. 5. HCWs who were sero-positive at both enrolment and follow up 6.
HCWs who were serology negative at study enrolment and serology positive at the follow up point. 7. HCWs who did not submit two serology samples
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Table 2 Reported symptoms and SARS-CoV-2 detection by PCR or serology in front-line
health care workers
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Figure 1 Detection of SARS-CoV-2 by PCR in nose and throat swabs and by serology from
200 front line health care workers
Figure 2. Epidemiological curve of daily confirmed cases of SARS-CoV-2 in front line
health care workers at the hospital, and reported cases in London. PCR negative
participants who seroconverted are shown at the midpoint between baseline and
follow-up serology tests.
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